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Abduction, Experience, and Goals:A Model of Everyday Abductive ExplanationAbstractMany abductive understanding systems generate explanations by a backwards chainingprocess that is neutral both to the explainer's previous experience in similar situationsand to why the explainer is attempting to explain. This article examines the relationshipof such models to an approach that uses case-based reasoning to generate explanations.In this case-based model, the generation of abductive explanations is focused by priorexperience and by goal-based criteria reecting current information needs. The articleanalyzes the commitments and contributions of this case-based model as applied tothe task of building good explanations of anomalous events in everyday understanding.The article identi�es six central issues for abductive explanation, compares how theseissues are addressed in traditional and case-based explanation models, and discussesbene�ts of the case-based approach for facilitating generation of plausible and usefulexplanations in domains that are complex and imperfectly understood.



1 IntroductionAbductive inference is the pattern of reasoning involved in forming and accepting explanatoryhypotheses (Peirce, 1948). In general, many competing hypotheses may be generated for any phe-nomenon, requiring the explainer to choose between competing alternatives; as a result, abduction isoften characterized as \inference to the best explanation" (Harman, 1965). Modeling the abductiveexplanation process requires addressing fundamental questions of what constitutes an explanation,how candidate explanations are generated, and what constitutes the \best" explanation.Many models of abduction address these questions as follows. They view abductive explana-tions as deductive proofs based on correct domain theories, but whose premises include additional\abductive assumptions;" They model explanation generation as a backwards chaining process thatgenerates each new explanation by starting from scratch, without being inuenced by prior expe-rience; and they model the selection of the \best" explanation as being based solely on likelihoodor plausibility, rather than reecting the changing needs for information that motivate explanation(Charniak & Goldman, 1991; Charniak & Shomony, 1994; Hobbs, Stickel, Appelt, & Martin, 1993;Josephson & Josephson, 1994; Kautz & Allen, 1986; Konolige, 1990; Levesque, 1989; O'Rorke,1994; Poole, 1989; Zadrozny, 1994). Although such approaches have proven useful in a number ofcontexts, problems arise when trying to apply these methods to the rich domain of everyday ab-ductive explanation. Modeling everyday abductive reasoning requires confronting the rami�cationsof imperfect knowledge, limited reasoning resources, and pragmatic motivations for explaining.An alternative model explanation generation relying on case-based reasoning was developedlargely to address the problems of everyday abductive explanation (Kass, 1986; Leake, 1992; Leake& Owens, 1986; Schank, 1986; Schank, Riesbeck, & Kass, 1994). The case-based model generatesnew explanations by retrieving explanations of relevant prior episodes and adapting them to �t thenew situation in light of the explainer's needs for information. In this model, the prior experiencesof the explainer are fundamental to focusing search for candidate explanations, and the motivationsfor explaining are reected in both the explanation generation and selection processes.Detailed descriptions of the mechanisms involved in the case-based explanation generation pro-cess are available elsewhere (Kass, 1990, 1992; Leake, 1992; Schank et al., 1994). Consequently, thisarticle will not discuss speci�cs of those mechanisms. Instead, its goal is to analyze the commit-ments and contributions of the case-based approach to explanation generation. It will accomplishthis goal by identifying a set of fundamental issues a�ecting abductive explanation and using thoseissues as dimensions along which to compare di�erent approaches to abductive explanation.1 Inthese comparisons, the article's primary focus will be on comparing the case-based model to othermodels of abductive understanding.The article identi�es six central issues in abductive reasoning to use as points of comparisonfor di�erent approaches: whether explanations are viewed as deductive proofs or as plausible rea-soning, when to decide to explain a situation, what to explain about a given situation, how togenerate explanations, how to determine the \best" explanation, and the appropriate level of in-tegration between the processes that generate candidate explanations and that select the \best"candidate. The comparison illuminates the need of an everyday explainer to deal with imperfectdomain theories, to focus explanation generation according to goal-based information needs, and toclosely couple pragmatic considerations with explanation generation. This discussion illuminates1The paper Leake (1993) contains an initial sketch of a number of these points of comparision.1



the commitments of case-based explanation and its bene�ts as a way to facilitate explanation inthe complex and imperfectly understood domains of everyday explanation.2 Case-based explanation generationTo provide a background for the following comparison, we begin with a brief overview of theapplication of case-based reasoning to abductive explanation. Case-based reasoning solves newproblems by re-applying the lessons learned from speci�c prior reasoning episodes (Kolodner, 1993;Riesbeck & Schank, 1989). A functional motivation for case-based reasoning is the principle that ina regular world, similar problems have similar solutions. When this principle holds, starting fromsimilar previous solutions can be more e�ective than reasoning from scratch.In the context of explanation generation, this means generating new explanations by retrievingprior explanations for similar situations and adapting those explanations to �t the new circum-stances. Case-based explanation for understanding has been investigated in an ongoing series ofprojects beginning with the SWALE system (Kass, 1986; Leake & Owens, 1986; Schank & Leake,1989; Schank et al., 1994) and continuing with SWALE's descendents ABE (Kass, 1990, 1992, 1994)and ACCEPTER (Leake, 1992, 1994a). The approach is now being extended to explanation in thecontext of diagnosis of device failures (Leake, 1994b; Sooriamurthi & Leake, 1994).In SWALE, ABE, and ACCEPTER, abductive explanation is used to explain anomalous eventsin news stories. The domain involves incidents of death, defects, and destruction; speci�c examplesprocessed include the explosion of the space shuttle Challenger, the accidental shootdown of anIranian airliner by the American warship Vincennes, a car recall, and the premature death ofSwale, a star racehorse who was in peak form when he suddenly died. The aim is to generateplausible explanations in a complex domain despite imperfect domain knowledge and incompleteinformation.The example of explaining Swale's death illustrates the task and the di�culties involved inexplaining everyday events. Because the information provided by initial news stories about Swale'sdeath was simply that Swale was found dead soon after winning an important race, almost anycause of death was a potential candidate. However, human explainers appeared to have littledi�culty generating a few particularly plausible hypotheses. For example, after the death the NewYork Times published an article discussing a number of common hypotheses about Swale's death.People trying to explain the death often attributed their hypotheses to being reminded of priorepisodes. For example, one person was reminded of the death of the runner Jim Fixx, who diedwhen the exertion of recreational jogging overtaxed a hereditary heart defect. The explanationfor Fixx's death does not apply directly to Swale|Swale was unlikely to do recreational jogging.However, that explanation can easily be adapted to the Swale episode by substituting horse racingfor jogging. The result is a plausible explanation: that the stress of running in a race overtaxed ahereditary heart defect. This example and similar informally-collected accounts helped to suggestthat explanation generation could be facilitated by applying case-based reasoning. Later psycho-logical experiments have supported the psychological validity of this reminding-based explanationprocess and the tendency of people to favor explanations that are based on prior explanations ofsimilar episodes (Read & Cesa, 1991).
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2.1 The case-based explanation algorithmThe algorithm used in the SWALE system and its descendents can be summarized as follows:� Problem characterization: Generate a description of what must be explained, i.e., theinformation that a good explanation must provide.� Explanation retrieval: Use the results of the problem characterization step as an index forretrieving relevant explanations of prior episodes from memory.� Explanation evaluation: Evaluate the retrieved explanations' plausibility and usefulness.Generate problem characterizations for any problems that are found.� Explanation adaptation: If problems were found, use the evaluator's problem character-ization to select adaptation strategies for modifying the explanation to repair the problems.Apply the strategies and return to the explanation evaluation phase to evaluate the newexplanation.The viability of this process depends on having e�ective methods to perform each of these steps.Substantiation of the methods used is beyond the scope of this article but is provided elsewhere:problem characterization and retrieval issues are addressed in (Leake, 1991b, 1992, 1994a), expla-nation evaluation issues are addressed in (Leake, 1991a, 1992, 1994a), and adaptation issues areaddressed in (Kass, 1990, 1992, 1994).23 Six fundamental issues for abductive reasoningComparing models of abductive reasoning depends on �rst identifying fundamental issues to serveas points for comparison. The discussion in this article is centered on six major issues that arise inthe many models of abduction that treat explanations as reasoning chains deriving or supportingbelief in a state or event to be explained (Charniak, 1986; Charniak & Goldman, 1991; Charniak &Shomony, 1994; Hobbs et al., 1993; Josephson & Josephson, 1994; Kautz & Allen, 1986; Konolige,1990; Leake, 1992; Levesque, 1989; O'Rorke, 1994; Mooney, 1990; Poole, 1989; Wilensky, 1983).3The �rst issue we will address is the nature of explanatory reasoning chains. In many models,these chains are viewed as deductive proofs that may depend on additional abductive assumptions;the case-based model instead maintains that models of everyday abductive reasoning must explicitlytreat explanatory chains as reecting plausible reasoning. We will show that this has importantrami�cations for the explanation generation process.2Being able to apply case-based reasoning requires that the explanation system have access to a library of candidateexplanations to use as its starting point. The cited research on case-based explanation construction endows theexplanation system with that initial library and augments the library with the new explanations that are generatedas those explanations are applied. In general, a case-based explanation system's initial explanation library could beprovided by external sources (e.g., by reading about explained episodes) or built up by chaining methods (Koton,1988).3An alternative view of the nature of explanations is presented by set-covering models (e.g., Peng & Reggia,1990), in which explanations are sets of factors that provide a covering for a set of �ndings, according to pre-de�nedassociational links, rather than derivational chains built up from more primitive rules. Discussion of that approachis beyond the scope of this article. 3



The second issue is when to explain, that is, what prompts explanation. In many models ofexplanation, the decision of when to explain is not addressed; it is assumed that the explainer isprovided with queries to explain (e.g., Josephson & Josephson, 1994; Mitchell et al., 1986; O'Rorke,1994; Zadrozny, 1994). The case-based model proposes a method for automatically generatingappropriate targets to �ll in gaps in understanding, based on detection of understanding failuresrevealed by anomalies that arise during the understanding process.The third issue is what to explain about a situation selected for explanation. Often, the answerto this question is that an explanation must provide a proof that the fact to be explained followsfrom prior knowledge and plausible abductive hypotheses. Although the case-based explanationviewpoint agrees that an important role of explanation is to show why new facts follow from priorknowledge, the understanding task that it addresses|resolving anomalies by reconciling surprisinginformation with conicting prior beliefs or expectations|places a new requirement on explanationsas well. Instead of simply connecting an assertion to prior beliefs and assumptions, explanationsof anomalies must also identify the aws in the understander's prior beliefs that led it to generateawed expectations. Thus instead of assuming that prior beliefs are correct, the case-based modelis aimed at identifying and repairing aws in prior beliefs.The fourth issue is how explanations should be generated. In many models of abduction, expla-nation generation is done by backwards chaining, starting from scratch from a query to explain. Wecontrast this method to case-based reasoning, and also contrast the tenets of case-based reasoningto those of another method for learning from explanations, explanation-based schema acquisition.The �fth issue is how to evaluate explanations in order to select the \best" explanation. Inabduction systems this evaluation is normally based solely on plausibility estimates, often us-ing structural criteria based on Occam's razor; we contrast this method to the similarity- andexperience-based methods of case-based explanation. We also demonstrate that task-based infor-mation needs can play a crucial role in deciding the goodness of explanations.The �nal issue is the relationship between explanation evaluation and generation. In many mod-els, these processes are assumed to take place as two independent sequential steps: a complete setof candidate explanations is generated and then the candidates are compared to select the best ex-planation. The case-based explanation model presents a way to integrate explanation constructionand evaluation, using evaluation of partial explanations to provide very speci�c guidance abouthow to proceed when generating new candidate explanations. This integration helps to focus theexplanation generation process. The following sections examine each of the six issues in more detail.4 The nature of explanatory reasoning: deductive proofs vs.plausible reasoningA fundamental question for any theory of abduction is what constitutes an explanation. Peirce(1948)[p. 151] characterized abductive inference with the following framework:The surprising fact, C, is observed;But if A were true, C would be a matter of course,Hence, there is reason to suspect that A is true.4



This process is often treated as a form of \deduction applied in reverse" (Charniak & McDermott,1987).4 The result of this process is a deductive proof whose premises, rather than being de�nitivelyknown, may include \abductive assumptions" that are generated during the explanation process.If the abductive assumptions are in fact true, the explanations will entail the state or event beingexplained (e.g., Charniak, 1986; Hobbs et al., 1993; Kautz & Allen, 1986; Konolige, 1990; O'Rorke,1994; Poole, 1989).An assumption of such approaches is that the explainer has access to a perfect domain theoryfrom which to generate explanations. Unfortunately, as is widely known, perfect domain theories areunattainable in the everyday world (e.g., Leake, 1992; Mitchell et al., 1986). This classic \imperfecttheory problem" is often addressed by methods aimed at repairing known aws in a domain theory(e.g., Dietterich & Flann, 1988; Ourston & Mooney, 1994; Pazzani, 1990; Rajamoney, 1993), whichmay yield valuable re�nements of a domain theory. Unfortunately, however, rules describing theeveryday world can never be perfect. For example, even if a reasoner has perfect knowledge ofthe world, rules can never include all the factors that may potentially be relevant in a situation.This problem, known as the quali�cation problem (McCarthy, 1980), is illustrated by McCarthy'sfamous observation that any rule stating that a car will start when the ignition is turned on mustin principle depend on an in�nite set of conditions such as \there isn't a potato in the tail pipe."Consequently, it is useful to guide the choice of domain rules to apply in order to favor those rulesand rule combinations that have proven appropriate in similar previous situations.The focus of the case-based approach is to allow generation of reasonable explanations, giventhe likelihood that aws will exist in the explainer's domain theory. Consequently, the case-basedmodel explicitly treats explanations as plausible inference chains rather than deductive proofs.In the case-based explanation model, explanations are represented as explanation patterns (XPs)(Schank, 1986). Explanation patterns encode chains of belief dependencies showing how beliefin a conclusion follows from belief in a set of premises. Syntactically these are like deductiveexplanations, but the derivation in an explanation pattern is not considered to entail the chain'sconsequent. Instead, it simply provides support for why the consequent might be expected tohold. Treating explanations as involving plausible reasoning, rather than as deductive proofs, hasrami�cations for how to generate explanations, as will be discussed in section 7, and for what shouldbe learned from explanations, as is the focus of section 7.2.The view that explanations are based on plausible reasoning is shared by models that useprobabilities or assumption costs as the basis for selecting the \best" explanation (Charniak &Shomony, 1994; Hobbs et al., 1993; Pearl, 1988). Those methods di�er from case-based explanation,however, in assuming that information on the probability or \cost" of each assumption and rule isavailable to the explainer. That assumption requires extensive knowledge of relationships betweenbeliefs that may not be available for explanation of everyday events. The case-based model insteadassumes that only coarse-grained likelihood information is available, and, as will be described insection 8.1, augments that information with a more holistic measure focusing on similarity to priorexplanations.Another di�erence between explanation patterns and deductive proofs is that explanation pat-terns are not treated as if they enumerate a su�cient set of conditions to entail the event thatthey explain. Just as everyday human explanations are often incomplete, the information includedin an explanation pattern may omit some causally relevant factors. Explanation patterns simply4As Zadrozny (1994) points out, such a description is primarily suggestive; he presents logical theory of abductionintended as a step towards a calculus of abduction. 5



highlight a limited set of factors involved in a situation that are relevant to the explainer's needsfor information. For example, an XP might involve an explanation stating that cold weather causesa car not to start. That rule obviously omits many relevant factors (e.g., the state of the batteryand the grade of oil in the engine), but it can nevertheless be useful for directing action. Thispartial explanation focusing on the cold is all that is needed, for example, to avoid problems bykeeping the car in the garage on cold nights. Section 8.2 discusses the role of explainer needs forinformation in selecting appropriate factors to include in an explanation.5 When to explainIn order to apply the explanation process, an explainer must decide when explanation is merited.This decision is beyond the scope of the many theories of abductive explanation that start byassuming that there is a query to explain (e.g., Charniak & Shimoney, 1994; Josephson & Josephson,1994; Konolige, 1990; Levesque, 1989; O'Rorke, 1994; Poole, 1989; Zadrozny, 1994; an exceptionis Mooney, 1990). Likewise, theories of deductive explanation often start by assuming that theirtarget concepts are provided as input (e.g., Mitchell et al., 1986; an exception is Kedar-Cabelli,1987).Abductive understanding systems commonly attempt to build explanatory chains to account forevery input (Charniak, 1986; Hobbs et al., 1993; Rieger, 1975; Wilensky, 1983). However, because ofthe expense of generating explanations, and because of the enormous number of events and featuresof events that could potentially be explained, attempting to explain all facets of a situation is anoverwhelming task. One way to address this is to try to make explanation generation more e�cient,as will be discussed in section 7. Another way to address it, which has received less attention, isincreased selectivity about when to explain.In order to be selective about when to explain, a reasoner needs criteria for when the e�ort ofgenerating an explanation is merited. This depends in turn on the task to be served by explanation.The primary task served by explanation in the case-based explanation systems described here isexplaining novel events that cannot be accounted for by pre-existing schemas; the backgroundprocessing of the systems, schema-based story understanding (Charniak, 1978; Cullingford, 1978;DeJong, 1979; Lebowitz, 1980; Minsky, 1975; Mooney, 1990; Schank & Abelson, 1977), is augmentedby generating new explanations as needed to understand novel events. Consequently, explanationis motivated when existing schemas prove insu�cient. However, this raises the question of when toconsider the existing set of schemas to be insu�cient.DeJong and Mooney (1986) propose one answer: that a schema-based understanding systemshould generate a new explanation whenever a new fact fails to �t into any existing schema. Al-though that approach is more constrained than explaining every input, it still can involve explaininglarge numbers of new events, and it provides no guidance as to speci�c features to focus on whenexplaining. (In practice, their systems explain with a �xed focus on the motivations of the actorsinvolved.)The case-based approach proposes a di�erent answer. It assumes that the system begins with afairly extensive set of schemas|a su�cient set to capture the classes of events that are of interest|and explains only in response to evidence of aws in those schemas or in previous beliefs. Itsexplanation process is triggered when anomalies arise, i.e., when new information conicts withprior beliefs and expectations. The goal is only to account for the surprising aspects of those6



� John needed money to pay back a loan shark for gambling debts.� John believes that robberies of ATMs are more likely to succeed than bank robberies.� Mark was sick, forcing John to replace him at the last minute.� The bank's security camera had been removed for repair.Table 1: Four explanations that could be generated for \John broke into an automatic tellermachine."situations, because only those aspects reveal problems in current understanding. Explaining onlyanomalies provides much stronger focus than explaining each event that is not accounted for by apre-stored schema.The value of anomalies in providing motivation and focus for remedial explanation has beenobserved both in the arti�cial intelligence literature (Hammond, 1989; Leake, 1988, 1992; Schank,1986)5 and in psychological studies showing that anomalies are an important trigger for promptinglearning in human understanders (Chinn & Brewer, 1993; Garner, 1981; Otero & Campanario,1990). As is described in the following section, anomalies not only provide guidance about whento explain, but of what to explain as well.6 What to explainModels of abductive explanation often attempt only to generate some plausible explanation forthe fact they are explaining. However, in everyday explanation more focus is often needed: thereare many ways to explain a given fact, each providing di�erent information. For example, table 1presents four possible explanations for the event \John broke into an automatic teller machine(ATM)." All these explanations are possible ways to account for the event, and they may all bevalid simultaneously. However, their appropriateness as responses to a query depends strongly onthe motivation for the query.When the query is motivated by an anomaly arising during understanding, the explanationthat is appropriate depends on why the event was found to be was anomalous. For example, ifwhat was anomalous was that John performed the robbery instead of Mark, who was previouslyexpected to perform the crime, the explanation that Mark was sick would be relevant but theother explanations would not. Likewise, if what was anomalous was that the break-in succeededdespite bank precautions, the missing security camera would be relevant and Mark's illness wouldbe irrelevant.It might appear possible to generate a \complete" explanation that included all of the factorsrelevant in every context. However, even if the quali�cation problem could be set aside, attemptingto generate as complete an explanation as possible severely aggravates the problem of the costinvolved in generating explanations: in everyday explanation there are simply too many possiblefacets of a situation on which to focus to attempt to explain them all.5According to report of a spoken communication with Harry Pople, anomalies are also used as focus for explanationin Pople's EAGOL system for power-plant diagnosis, but no description of that system has yet been published(Josephson & Josephson, 1994, p. 265). 7



In general, unless the explainer focuses on resolving the anomaly, rather than simply acceptingany derivation of the anomalous event, there is no guarantee that the explanation will be useful forrepairing awed understanding. In limited domains it may be possible to restrict the rules availableto the explainer to assure that only task-relevant explanations may be generated, but for everydayexplanation tasks, that restriction of rules may not be possible. Consequently, it is necessary toexamine the requirements for resolving anomalies and to target explanations appropriately.In the view of explanation developed in the case-based model, an explanation to resolve ananomaly must answer two questions. The �rst question, \why did the surprising event (or featuresof the event) happen?", must be answered to make sense of the surprising fact. Answering itinvolves generating a reasoning chain supporting the surprising event or its surprising features, asdone by traditional abduction systems when they do backwards chaining to �nd a derivation of aninput fact. The second question to answer is \why was the wrong belief or expectation formed?"The answer to that question can be used to guide revision of awed prior knowledge.The task of identifying aws in prior reasoning is radically di�erent from the task of derivingwhy a surprising event happened in a neutral context. Abductive systems that only derive why asurprising event happened assume that their prior beliefs are correct; they attempt to derive thenew fact from those beliefs and from new assumptions that are consistent with prior beliefs. Thetask of identifying reasoning aws, however, requires an explanation to include some informationthat actually conicts with or supersedes prior reasoning. The reason is that in order to explainwhy an inaccurate expectation was generated, it is necessary to show where the reasoning leadingto the expectation went wrong.There are multiple reasons that prior reasoning may have gone wrong. It may be that relevantinformation was missing or overlooked, leading to the wrong conclusions, or that some belief onwhich the explanation was based was simply false. An explanation of an anomaly provides theinformation needed to resolve the reasoning failure provided it highlights information that, had theinformation been considered previously, would have prevented the awed expectation from beinggenerated. For example, if an ATM robbery is anomalous because the understander expected thatthe robbery would have been prevented by constant remote monitoring of the ATM, explaining therobbery by \The bank's security camera had been removed for repair" is su�cient: it shows thatthe previous belief of monitoring was invalid, invalidating the reasoning that led to the expectationthat a robbery could not take place. That information, combined with the routine information thatrobberies are likely if valuables are left unguarded, answers both questions involved in resolvingthe anomaly. This example illustrates that the target for an explanation of an anomaly is notonly a surprising state or event, but a failure of prior reasoning to generate proper expectations(Leake, 1991b, 1992; Schank, 1986; Schank et al., 1994). As discussed in the next section, this hasimportant rami�cations for the problem of generating candidate explanations.7 How to generate candidate explanationsOnce the target for explanation has been chosen, the issue is how to generate an explanation relevantto that target. In this section we �rst discuss problems involved in generating explanations bybackwards chaining from scratch. We then discuss case-based reasoning methods, contrasting theirre-use of speci�c explanations to the re-use of generalized explanations done by explanation-basedschema acquisition systems. 8



7.1 Explaining by backwards chainingThe computational complexity of generating explanations is a signi�cant problem for abductivereasoning. Formal complexity analyses show that in general it is NP-hard (Bylander, Allemang,Tanner, & Josephson, 1991; Selman & Levesque, 1990); practical experiments demonstrate prob-lems arising from computational cost for real-world abductive reasoning tasks (Tuhrim, Reggia,& Goodall, 1991). In abductive understanding systems, standard theorem-proving chaining tech-niques are often the mechanism for generating candidate explanations (e.g., Hobbs et al., 1993;Kautz & Allen, 1986). These methods take an event as the target for explanation and generate aproof of why that event follows from prior knowledge and abductive assumptions, reasoning fromscratch using backwards chaining through a space of rules or operators from the event. For thesemethods, the problem of computational cost arises due to the \combinatorial explosion" of alter-natives to pursue when generating an explanatory chain. In response to this problem, many ideashave been proposed for reducing chaining cost during the search for explanations, such as combin-ing of top-down and bottom-up processing (Wilensky, 1983), limiting the maximum chain length(Mooney, 1990), using heuristics to limit the branching factor of search (Hobbs et al., 1993), usingmarker-passing to propose candidate paths (Charniak, 1986; Norvig, 1989), making simplifying as-sumptions about the explanations (Chien, 1989; Tadepalli, 1989), and using plausibility estimatesto guide the choice of which explanations to pursue (de Kleer & Williams, 1989; Ng & Mooney,1990). Nevertheless, the practical problem remains.The task of explaining anomalies|accounting for reasoning aws as well as accounting forsurprising events|aggravates the problem. To resolve an anomaly, not only must the explanationaccount for the event, but it must also provide information showing the error in the understander'sprior reasoning that made the event surprising.At �rst glance it appears models of abductive explanation within the backwards chaining frame-work already can provide the needed focus through selection of the right queries to prove. In fact,it is easy to tailor a query to focus on a particular surprising aspect of an event (e.g., if the actor'sdecision-making was surprising, that decision-making could be the object of the query). However,this provides only part of the needed focus for actually resolving an anomaly.For example, suppose that the anomalous aspect of the event \John broke into an ATM" isthat John was not seen. If the query chosen to explain is \John was not seen during the break-in,"the explanation is guaranteed to focus on the anomalous aspect of the situation. Unfortunately,however, an explanation for that query may still fail to address the reasoning failure underlying theanomaly. Many di�erent explanations can be generated for the query \John was not seen duringthe break-in," and their relevance will depend on the particular reasoning chain that led to theexpectation that John would be seen. An explanation such as \the lights were broken" is relevant ifthe understander thought that John would be seen because of a reasoning chain including that theATM was well-lighted; it is not relevant if the understander already knew that the ATM was darkbut also knew that the guard had night-vision goggles that would enable him to see John regardlessof the darkness. The need to address this the background of prior reasoning cannot be directlyreected in the type of query provided to explanation systems based on backwards chaining. Theirqueries specify a state or event to explain (i.e., an assertion to prove), but the information that anexplanation of an anomaly must provide depends not only on the fact being explained but on therelationship between the contents of the yet-to-be-generated explanation and the awed backgroundknowledge.Thus relevance of an explanation depends not only on the aspect of the event being explained9



(which is easily captured by selection of the state or event to take as the starting point for back-wards chaining), but on whether the derivation of that explanation provides information showingaws in the understander's prior reasoning such as erroneous or overlooked beliefs. As previouslydiscussed in section 6, this problem of accounting for erroneous beliefs is beyond the scope of tra-ditional models of abductive explanation: they assume that all prior beliefs are correct and rejectexplanations conicting with those beliefs. The additional constraints it imposes will also increasethe di�culty of explanation. For example, in another context Selman and Levesque (1990) haveproven that requiring explanations to include assumptions from a particular set of assumptionsdramatically increases the complexity of �nding a non-trivial explanation with the ATMS explana-tion procedure, making it NP-hard. However, everyday explanation must often resolve anomalies,which requires generating explanations that include a particular subset of beliefs conicting withprior reasoning.Addressing the focus problem in the case-based framework: The backwards chainingprocess provides a means to focus on one important part of an explanation|accounting for whyan event makes sense|but not for the other component, showing why the reasoning leading toprior beliefs was erroneous. Case-based explanation construction, however, can focus search forexplanations on candidates that simultaneously address both needs. The explanations stored inthe explanation library of the program ACCEPTER are organized and retrieved using an indexingscheme in which the indexing vocabulary reects both which features of a situation were anomalousand why they were anomalous, so that the process for retrieving stored explanations can focus onexplanations relevant to both points (Leake, 1991b, 1992).To illustrate ACCEPTER's indexing vocabulary, we describe some of the categories that couldapply to the ATM robbery example. If the anomaly were the conict between the ATM break-inand the prior belief that John was too cautious to perform risky actions, the anomaly would bean instance of the category SURPRISING-PLAN-CHOICE. That category indexes explanationsapplying to uncharacteristic plan choices, such as being driven to select an unusual plan becauseof desperation (e.g., \John needed money to pay back a loan shark for gambling debts"). If theanomaly were that the robbery were successful despite expectations for inviolable security, theanomaly would be an instance of BLOCKAGE-VIOLATION, used to organize explanations forevents occurring despite preventative steps (e.g., \The bank's security camera had been removedfor repair").In ACCEPTER's memory, explanations are �rst organized by the anomaly categories and thenby additional features of the anomalies such as the speci�c actor or event involved. The processfor retrieval of prior explanations focuses on prior explanations whose anomalies match the currentanomaly as speci�cally as possible. For example, a new instance of a BLOCKAGE-VIOLATIONanomaly concerning a bank robbery will prompt retrieval of explanations for other bank robberieswhen possible, and otherwise will consider more abstract matches as needed (e.g., involving othercrimes that occurred despite preventative measures). More complete descriptions of the categoriesthemselves and how they are used are available in Leake (1991b, 1992).7.2 The role of experienceBecause of the computational cost of generating explanations from scratch, many understandingsystems rely on pre-stored generalized schemas to provide a form of explanation for stereotyped10



events. These schemas, in the form of knowledge structures such as \frames", \scripts," or \MOPs"(Charniak, 1978; Cullingford, 1978; DeJong, 1979; Lebowitz, 1980; Minsky, 1975; Schank & Abel-son, 1977; Schank, 1982), encapsulate information about the standard features of stereotyped situ-ations (e.g., eating in a restaurant). When new information is placed in such a knowledge structure(e.g., a person is recognized as �lling the \waiter" role in a restaurant), the knowledge structuremakes sense of the information by relating it to the pre-existing connections to stereotyped eventsprovided by the knowledge structure (e.g., that the waiter is expected to take a customer's order).In addition to the e�ciency bene�ts for understanding systems, schema-based approaches to diag-nosis (Stern & Luger, 1992; Turner, 1994) have been shown to be very useful for controlling thesearch for candidate explanations.Despite the bene�ts for e�ciency, however, schema-based models are limited in their exibil-ity to address novelty: Because their understanding process depends entirely on applying theirpre-existing knowledge structures, purely schema-based systems have no way to deal with novelsituations. Consequently, a question that arises in any model depending on pre-stored knowledgeis how to augment that knowledge in response to new experiences. One method is to use case-based reasoning; another is explanation-based schema acquisition, in which explanations are usedto highlight aspects of a new situation to include in new schemas for future use (DeJong & Mooney,1986; Mooney, 1990). Although the two methods share similar goals in combining exibility ande�ciency, there are important di�erences in the stances of the two methods, with the case-basedapproach particularly well-suited for explaining from the imperfect domain knowledge that mustoften be used in everyday explanation. A discussion of the di�erences follows.Case-based explanation vs. explanation-based schema acquisition: A key di�erence be-tween case-based explanation and explanation-based schema acquisition concerns the preferredlevel of generalization. Explanation-based schema acquisition assumes a su�ciently high-qualitydomain theory to allow immediate generalization of new episodes whenever licensed by the rules ofthe domain theory. Whenever explanation-based schema acquisition systems encounter new situa-tions that do not �t previous generalizations, they �rst explain the situation by doing backwardschaining, using their library of previous rules and schemas. After completing an explanation, theyimmediately perform explanation-based generalization of the explanatory chain to form a new gen-eralized schema for future use. Case-based explanation instead takes a very conservative approachto generalization. At the time an explanation is generated, case-based explanation simply storesthat speci�c explanation. If that explanation must be generalized to apply to another situation, thegeneralization is done only at the time that the explanation must be re-applied, and only to theextent required to explain the new situation.The case-based approach's choice of need-based generalization reects the fundamental dif-ference between viewing explanations as deductive proofs, as in explanation-based learning, andviewing explanations as plausible reasoning chains, as in case-based reasoning. When explanationsare considered deductive proofs based on a perfect domain theory, it follows that explanation-basedgeneralization is guaranteed to give valid results. However, if explanations are simply plausible rea-soning, as in the case-based explanation view, there is no assurance that an explanatory chain willinclude all factors relevant to determining whether the chain is valid in other contexts. Conse-quently, even if an explanation is su�ciently complete to apply in the context in which it was built,generalizing as far as is licensed by the rules that it uses may lead to erroneous overgeneralizationbecause of the failure to include contextual factors omitted from the explanation.The case-based method is more conservative in that explanations are stored in their speci�c11



form and re-applied in with as little generalization as possible, rather than generalized as far asis licensed by the rules they involve. In this way, the re-use of explanations can implicitly reectuseful information about speci�cs that are not captured by the domain theory. For example, if acar breaks down and has previously broken down with similar symptoms, a case-based explanationsystem would favor the prior explanation for the most similar situation encountered previously.Consequently, even if the domain theory and explanation did not explicitly include all the factorsthat might be important for generalizing the explanation (e.g., that the explanation only appliedto cars with a certain type of engine layout), it would be safe to re-apply it to the similar carsunder similar circumstances. In that way, the use of cases may implicitly capture the inuence offeatures outside of the understander's domain theory.6It might appear that the conservatism of case-based explanation would itself lead to problems:Refusing to allow explanations to be used in novel contexts would of course severely limit theusefulness of prior experience. Some method to apply explanations to new circumstances is needed.To this end, case-based explanation replaces immediate generalization with case adaptation donewhen a previous explanation must be applied to a new situation. This allows explanations to bere-used in a manner that is both more conservative about the reliability of domain rules and moreexible for explaining novel situations.The case-based method is more exible than explanation-based generalization in the followingsense. If it is necessary to adapt an explanation to a new situation, the strategies allowed to revisethe explanation are more powerful than explanation-based generalization alone. During adaptation,parts of the explanation can not only be generalized but also added or substituted (Kass, 1990,1992, 1994). This allows case-based explanation to apply prior explanations to a wider range ofcircumstances than is possible for explanation-based generalization.Because of the exibility of case adaptation, it is not practical to perform all possible adaptationsin advance|an enormous number of variant explanations would be generated unnecessarily. Con-sequently, in contrast to the \eager" generalization strategy of explanation-based learning, whichdoes all possible generalization when an explanation is generated, case-based explanation waits toadapt an explanation until adaptation is needed to apply it to a speci�c problem. When adaptationis done, the amount of adaptation is limited to what is needed in order to apply the explanation tothe particular anomaly being explained. This has the bene�t of saving e�ort by avoiding forminggeneralizations until it is known that they will actually be needed. Doing adaptation \to order"for a speci�c problem also has the bene�t of making it possible to evaluate the reasonableness ofthe results of adaptation for that speci�c situation, allowing adaptations that result in implausibleexplanations in that context to be detected and abandoned, even if those adaptations are licensedby general system rules.As an example of the contrast between case adaptation and explanation-based generalization,consider the namesake example of the SWALE system, explaining the premature death of the race-horse Swale. When the SWALE system explains Swale's death, one of the explanations it retrievesconcerns the death of another young superstar, Janis Joplin. Joplin was driven to recreational druguse by the stress of being a star and the availability of recreational drugs, and she died from anaccidental drug overdose. An explanation-based schema acquisition program that had previouslyexplained Joplin's death would have generalized the explanation for Joplin's death at the time itwas built, to form a general schema such as \stress and access to drugs can lead to death from6Obviously, a central issue is how to determine similarity; see Leake (1992) for a discussion of the similarityassessment scheme that is used by the case-based explanation systems being described.12



accidental overdose." However, such a generalization does not apply to Swale. Consequently, anexplanation-based schema acquisition system could not apply that stored generalization to Swale'sdeath. As a result, it would chain together a new explanation without guidance from the Joplinexplanation.In the case-based approach, however, the way to apply the Janis Joplin explanation is notdetermined by a precomputed generalization. Instead, after retrieving the speci�c explanation ofJoplin's death SWALE attempts to decide how to adapt that explanation in light of the particularsof the episode|Swale's death|to which it will be applied. During adaptation, SWALE abandonsthe parts of the explanation that do not apply and retains the kernel of the explanation that ispotentially applicable to a racehorse: the hypothesis that a drug overdose caused the death. Thathypothesis is unsupported, so adaptation takes drug overdose as a starting point (considerablynarrowing the �eld of options to consider compared to simply attempting to explain Swale's deathfrom scratch) and attempts to adapt the explanation to include additional factors supporting theoccurrence of a drug overdose. SWALE's knowledge includes that racehorses are sometimes givenperformance-enhancing drugs. Using that knowledge, it generates the explanation that Swale mighthave died from an accidental overdose of performance-enhancing drugs.Thus the case-based approach uses experience to suggest alternatives even in situations thatare not straightforwardly subsumed by generalizations of prior explanations, allowing more exiblereuse of the results of prior explanation construction. This process depends on having e�ectivestrategies for guiding adaptation, and such strategies are described in (Kass, 1990, 1992, 1994).8 Criteria for the \best" explanationIn order to choose the explanation to accept, an abductive explanation system requires criteria forwhat constitutes the \best" explanation. The literature on abduction almost universally bases thisdecision solely on criteria that in some sense measure the \plausibility" of explanations (Charniak,1986; Charniak & Goldman, 1991; Charniak & Shomony, 1994; Hobbs et al., 1993; Josephson& Josephson, 1994; Kautz & Allen, 1986; Kass, 1990; Konolige, 1990; Levesque, 1989; O'Rorke,1994; Mooney, 1990; Poole, 1989; Zadrozny, 1994). While we agree that plausibility considerationsare often crucial in selecting explanations, we also believe that goal-based criteria reecting theexplainer's needs for information are crucial in deciding the goodness of explanations. Thus inour view, explanation is more properly viewed as a means for obtaining useful information thanas a goal-neutral process. In this section we begin by considering the role of plausibility and thenexamine the e�ects of goals on what constitutes the \best" explanation.8.1 Plausibility criteriaModels of how to select the best candidate explanation are often based on minimality criteria usingOccam's razor to compare sets of explanations according to structural criteria such as number ofassumptions or structural coherence; other methods perform theorem proving to determine theconsistency of new information with old, or use probabilities or \assumption costs" to judge whichexplanations are most likely. This section contrasts those and other methods to the criteria usedto decide plausibility in case-based explanation, which are strongly inuenced by similarity topreviously-explained episodes and to stereotyped patterns.13



Structural minimality criteria: Many models of plausibility evaluation judge plausibility ac-cording to Occam's razor, with explanations ranked by \simplicity" or \minimality" accordingto some syntactic minimality criterion (Charniak, 1986; Kautz & Allen, 1986; Konolige, 1990;Levesque, 1989; Poole, 1989; Wilensky, 1983). Structural comparisons are neutral to the content ofthe explanation, focusing instead on factors such as the lengths of the chains involved in the expla-nation (favoring the shortest chains) (e.g., Wilensky, 1983) or the number of abductive assumptionsthey require (e.g., Charniak, 1986). Structural comparisons can also be aimed at measuring the\coherence" of explanations (Ng & Mooney, 1990; Thagard, 1989).When structural methods are used as the sole criteria for evaluating candidate explanations,two problems result. First, structural properties alone are simply inadequate to rank the likelihoodof explanations reliably. For example, judging plausibility by the number of assumptions involvedin an explanation may be misleading because two commonplace assumptions may be more likelythan one unusual one.The second problem with structural criteria is that the only information that structural criteriacan provide is a comparative ranking. Even if this ranking is correct, it is not su�cient to determinewhether an explanation is acceptable unless the set of explanations being compared is known to becomplete. If only some of the possible explanations are compared, the explanation ranked as bestin the comparison may still be one that would not be ranked as best overall.7Unfortunately, in everyday explanation, incomplete sets of candidate explanations are unavoid-able. It would be an overwhelming task to try to generate all possible explanations for an everydayevent. Rather than being presented with a complete set of candidate explanations to compare,everyday explainers must generate a stream of explanations and decide when to stop generatingexplanations, even if more candidates could be generated. That decision depends not on whichavailable explanation is most plausible, but on whether any of those candidates is su�ciently plau-sible.Proof-based approaches: In models of abduction that treat explanations as deductive proofs,the validity of explanations depends entirely on the validity of their abductive assumptions. Oneway to verify abductive assumptions is to use theorem-proving to show that the assumptions areactually entailed by prior beliefs. Likewise, it is possible to check whether an assumption is in-consistent with prior beliefs by attempting to prove its negation from prior beliefs. For example,Charniak (1986) describes a method that judges abductive assumptions in these two ways. A draw-back of this approach is its computational cost: deciding the plausibility of an explanation mayrequire generating multiple proofs, each of which again raises the problem of the combinatorialexplosion.Probabilistic and cost-based criteria: Probabilistic and related cost-based approaches havealso been proposed to judge the reasonableness of both assumptions and explanatory chains (Char-niak & Shomony, 1994; Hobbs et al., 1993; Lin, 1992; Pearl, 1988). However, �ne-grain probabilityor cost information will not necessarily be available for everyday explanation problems. Another7Tuhrim et al. (1991) provide an empirical examination of the e�ectiveness of a number of minimality criteria forexpert diagnosis tasks. Their analysis provides support for abductive inference methods but also identi�es a number ofproblems arising from minimality-based approaches to selecting explanations. They attribute some of those problemsto lack of knowledge in their knowledge base, which again underlines the importance of using abductive explanationmethods that are robust with respect to incomplete domain knowledge.14



alternative is to simply use coarser-grained likelihood estimates rather than probabilities. How-ever, that method will often be insu�cient to distinguish between the many possible candidateexplanations for an everyday event.Because of the problems with structural criteria and coarse-grained likelihood estimates, thecase-based model implemented in ACCEPTER relies primarily on a novel approach compared toother abductive understanding systems: favoring explanations that are analogous to prior expla-nations for similar situations.ACCEPTER's plausibility criteria: In case-based explanation, the most important criterionfor judging plausibility is similarity-based: Explanations of new anomalies are favored if theyare similar to explanations that applied to similar prior anomalies. This similarity judgment isdone implicitly through the case retrieval process; retrieval of stored explanations is aimed atretrieving explanations from similar prior situations, based on the similarity criteria reected byACCEPTER's indexing vocabulary for anomalies. This emphasis on similarity is in the same spiritas the analogical model of explanation generation developed by Falkenhainer (1990).After an explanation has been retrieved and adapted, its plausibility is judged in two additionalways. First, the likelihoods of the abductive assumptions and of the inference links and intermediateconclusions of the explanatory chain are evaluated. Although approaches that assume a perfectdomain theory need only to verify the reasonableness of abductive assumptions, with an imperfectdomain theory the entire reasoning chain must be veri�ed.The method used to estimate the reasonableness of the assumptions and rules in an explana-tory chain is to compare them to standard stereotypes. When conicts occur, those conicts areagged as plausibility problems (Leake, 1992, 1994a). No inference is done to evaluate how theirrami�cations interact. The motivation for estimating likelihood by similarity to stereotyped pat-terns, rather than using formal probability calculations, is the need to decide plausibility evenwhen probabilities are unavailable. The motivation for the stereotype-based method, as opposedto methods that attempt to prove the consistency of assumptions with prior beliefs, is to controlveri�cation cost. Judging plausiblity according to limited veri�cation is consistent with a numberof psychological studies that suggest that human inferencing and veri�cation during routine readingcomprehension are fairly limited, tending towards establishing local rather than global consistency(Baker & Anderson, 1982; McKoon & Ratcli�, 1992; Sanford, 1990; Vonk & Noordman, 1990).When similarity and coarse-grained likelihood criteria are insu�cient to distinguish betweenavailable candidate explanations, the evaluation process falls back on a simple structural minimalitycriterion: given two explanations that explain equally similar prior situations, and whose beliefsare considered equally likely, the explanation with the fewest assumptions is favored.One important evaluation criterion omitted from this model is the closeness of competing can-didates; if the two best candidates are equally plausible, their closeness may suggest that neitherone should be accepted until they can be better distinguished (e.g., Josephson & Josephson, 1994;Miller, Pople, & Myers, 1982).8.2 Goal-based criteriaAs observed in the introduction, in standard models of abduction, the \best" explanation is simplythe \most plausible." Although it has been pointed out in the abduction literature that pragmatic15



factors determine the level of certainty to require in an explanation, as when a doctor requires adiagnosis with high certainty before attempting a risky operation (Josephson & Josephson, 1994),pragmatic factors usually do not enter elsewhere into the explanation evaluation process. A numberof researchers have begun to point out that in fact the information provided by an explanation alsoplays a central role in abduction (Krulwich, Birnbaum, & Collins, 1990; Leake, 1988, 1992, 1994a;Norvig & Wilensky, 1990; Ram & Leake, 1991). In the view of explanation developed in research oncase-based explanation, pragmatic factors play a key role: what constitutes the ultimate goodnessof an explanation is its ability to satisfy the needs for information that motivated generating it.To illustrate that usefulness considerations go beyond plausibility judgments, recall the fouralternative explanations for an ATM break-in in table 1. All of the listed explanations could bevalid simultaneously, but even if they are, their appropriateness will di�er depending on the tasksfor which they will be used. For example, a childhood friend of the robber who was surprised bythe robbery might wonder what drove the robber to commit the crime, making the need to payback a loan shark the best explanation; a bank o�cer might wonder how the robbery had beenable to succeed, making the absence of the camera the best explanation. For some purposes, goalsmay even override validity considerations: A good explanation in a humorous context may be onethat is farfetched or obviously false.Both psychological research (e.g., Hale & Barsalou, in press; Lalljee & Abelson, 1983; Snyder,Higgens, & Stucky, 1983) and philosophical works (e.g., Mackie, 1965; Van Fraassen, 1980) arguethat di�erent explanations are needed to reect di�erent explainer goals. For example, subjectsattempting to absolve themselves of blame will focus on di�erent features of a situation from thosestressed by subjects without that goal (Snyder et al., 1983). In general, in any multi-task systemthe only way to assure useful explanations is to explicitly evaluate their goodness according tocurrent system goals (Leake, 1991a, 1992). However, as observed previously, models of abductiveexplanation seldom consider the e�ect of di�erent possible uses of explanations on which explanationto favor.The inuence of intended uses for explanations on explanation generation has begun to beinvestigated in abductive diagnosis for tasks such as integrating medical diagnosis and response(Rymon, 1993), and performing medical diagnosis within a planning framework (Turner, 1994).The largest body of arti�cial intelligence research considering the role of goals in explanation,however, is in explanation-based learning (EBL) (Mitchell, Keller, & Kedar-Cabelli, 1986; DeJong& Mooney, 1986).8 Yet although EBL has been applied to many tasks, such as learning rulesfor object recognition, problem solving, and search control, their role in all these tasks can beviewed as falling into the same broad class: forming rules for concept recognition. For example,in the formulation developed by Mitchell et al. (1986), the basic process starts from a trainingexample, a target concept, and operationality conditions that determine when the premises of anexplanation involve predicates that are easily evaluated (e.g., for visual object recognition, themeasure of whether a predicate is easily evaluated might be whether it describes a property that isrecognizable by the vision system). Given an instance of an object (e.g., a cup), and given a targetconcept describing a desired function for the object (e.g., to hold liquids), an explanation can begenerated to account for how operational features contribute to membership in the target concept(e.g., that recognizable features such as being \concave up" entail being able to hold liquids). Basedon the features identi�ed by the explanation, a new recognition rule can be generated. Keller (1988)8Although that research focuses on deductive explanation rather than abductive explanation, its usefulness criteriaare applicable within either framework. 16



discusses how the apparently diverse tasks of many EBL systems can be viewed as types of conceptrecognition.EBL systems addressing the concept recognition problem implicitly reect the needs of that taskby making two basic assumptions about the form of explanations. First, they require explanationsto be complete proofs showing su�cient conditions for concept membership. Second, because thetypes of rules used within the derivations (as opposed to the antecedents) are irrelevant to conceptrecognition|only the antecedents are important to that task, because they are the features thatneed to be recognized|EBL treats all explanations with the same antecedents as equivalent.For the tasks that motivate everyday explanation of anomalies, neither of these assumptionsmay be valid. First, complete explanations may not be necessary; partial explanations are su�cientfor many tasks. For example, an explanation for preventing an undesirable event needs only toidentify a single necessary condition for the event that is preventable in the future. (E.g., a driverwho knows that his car sometimes fails to start when it has been parked in the cold can preventthe problem on cold days by putting it in the garage, even if he does not know all the other factorsthat may also be necessary for the problem to arise.) In fact, everyday explanations are necessarilypartial explanations; it is impossible to provide a complete account of the factors that are su�cientfor an event to occur. In everyday explanation, it is vital for the explainer to be able to makea principled decision about which partial explanations to accept and to be able to use partialexplanations whenever they provide the needed information.Second, the goodness of everyday explanations often depends not only on the premises theyinvolve, but on how those premises are linked to the conclusion and the types of rules that they use.For example, we might imagine a doctor explaining the symptoms of a disease by using associationalrules (e.g., that everyone with a certain symptom has a given disease), or by using causal rulesthat account for the process by which the symptoms arise from the disease. Both explanationsmight be equally useful for prescribing a treatment, but the second would be much more usefulfor determining how to alleviate the symptoms before the cure took e�ect. Chandrasekaran (1994)discusses how even identical processes must sometimes be described in di�erent ways depending onthe needs of the explainer.Leake (1991a, 1992) discusses the disparate requirements for explanations that arise from tendi�erent tasks, each corresponding to a di�erent way that explanations will be used. Each ofthese uses places di�erent requirements on explanations and a�ects which types of antecedentsand derivations will provide useful information. For example, explaining the breakdown of a carby \brand X frequently breaks down" provides su�cient information to help a prospective buyeravoid breakdowns (by predicting future problems with brand X and consequently buying a di�erentbrand of car), but it does not provide su�cient information for a mechanic to e�ect a repair.ACCEPTER implements goal-based evaluation criteria for six tasks: resolving anomalies, allowingfuture prediction, preventing undesirable events, enabling repair, assigning blame, and assigningresponsibility. Each of these tasks is associated with particular needs for information that canbe used to evaluate the adequacy of explanations and to identify how an inadequate explanationshould be adapted to provide additional information.By considering not only the plausibility of explanations but also how well they satisfy theexplainer's needs for information, the explanation evaluation process developed in this researchprovides a pragmatic and context-sensitive answer to the question of what constitutes the \best"explanation. 17



9 Interaction between explanation generation and evaluationPrevious sections have discussed the generation and evaluation of explanations as independent is-sues. A �nal question, however, is the level of interaction needed between explanation generationand evaluation. Many models of abductive explanation treat explanation generation and evaluationas two sequential steps: an abductive explanation component generates a set of candidate expla-nations that are then compared to select the \best" explanation from that set (Charniak, 1986;Kautz & Allen, 1986; Peng & Reggia, 1990; Thagard, 1989; Wilensky, 1983). Unfortunately, forany real-world event, arbitrarily large numbers of explanations can be generated. Consequently,an everyday explanation system that attempts to generate all candidate explanations without fur-ther focus will be swamped with candidate explanations (e.g., Leake, 1992; O'Rorke, 1989; Poole,1993). As a result, it is desirable to integrate explanation generation and evaluation of candidateexplanations in order to use knowledge of what constitutes a good explanation to focus the searchfor explanations on worthwhile candidates.The case-based explanation process integrates explanation generation and evaluation in twoways. The �rst way is by using its anomaly-based indexing vocabulary to guide retrieval of candi-date explanations towards previous explanations addressing similar anomalies. In this way, knowl-edge of what the explanation must account for is used immediately to guide search for candidateexplanations.The second way is to guide adaptation of retrieved explanations according to incremental eval-uation of their plausibility and of the adequacy of the information they provide for the explainer'stask. As sketched in section 2, case-based explanation adapts explanations to �t new situationsin a cycle driven by the evaluation process. When a new explanation is retrieved, the evalua-tion process detects any problems and passes their characterizations to the adaptation component.The adaptation component then attempts to revise them in response to the speci�c problems thatwere identi�ed. The evaluation/adaptation process can be applied as needed until an acceptableexplanation is generated, resource limits for adaptation are exceeded, or no adaptation rules areavailable for repairing the problems. An important aspect of the process is that explanation eval-uation identi�es why speci�c parts of the candidate explanation are problematic|which parts ofthe explanation are implausible, or where needed information is missing|allowing the adaptationsystem to strongly focus its choice of repairs. In this way, the case-based model uses on-goingevaluation not only to choose which explanation to pursue but to provide very speci�c guidance ofhow to proceed when augmenting or modifying candidate explanations.For example, if the explainer's task is to predict an event, a useful explanation must trace thecauses of the event back to causes that occur early enough for prediction to be useful. (E.g., ifwe want to explain the increase in the price of a stock in order to buy low and sell high, it is notenough to attribute the increase to strong pro�ts: We need to be able to predict future pro�ts beforeothers do.) If ACCEPTER's evaluation process determines that the explanation does not includesu�ciently early factors, it guides adaptation towards elaborating the explanation to include earliercauses.The integration between explanation generation and evaluation in our model of case-based ex-planation di�ers markedly from the relationship between evaluation and generation of explanationsin chaining-based approaches such as explanation-based learning. In explanation-based generaliza-tion, goal-based criteria are used to test whether an explanatory chain is su�cient (i.e., whetherthe leaves of an explanation are operational) but not to guide the choice of which alternatives to18



pursue when adding to an explanatory chain (Mitchell et al., 1986). In this way, the role of goal-based considerations in EBL is limited to deciding when to stop a goal-neutral chaining process orwhen to accept a complete explanation (Keller, 1988). Case-based explanation uses goals to decidewhich paths to follow and how to follow them while making decisions about how to repair a awedexplanation.The integrated approach in our model also di�ers from models that use plausibility estimates todetermine the most plausible candidate explanation so far, in order to preferentially devote furtherattention to expanding those candidates (de Kleer & Williams, 1989; Hobbs et al., 1993; Ng &Mooney, 1990). Those methods use their evaluation of plausibility to assign a single number toan entire explanation as a whole, in order to decide which explanation to pursue, but not to giveany indication of how to proceed in elaborating that explanation. Case-based explanation uses itsevaluation of goodness both to identify promising partial explanations and to pinpoint particularaspects of those explanations that need to be �xed. Based on the description of the problem, anadaptation rule tailored to �xing the problem is selected and applied to repair that problem (Kass,1990, 1992, 1994). This gives more precise guidance.Thus case-based explanation generation di�ers from other models not only in its commitmentson individual issues such as how to generate explanations and how to evaluate them, as discussed inthe �ve previous sections, but also in its strong integration of explanation generation and evaluation.10 ConclusionAbductive explanation is often examined in isolation from the motivations for explaining and theexplainer's prior experience. In the resultant models, goals and experience have little e�ect onexplanation. The selection of what to explain is determined outside the explanation process; thegoal of explanation is to generate the most plausible explanation, neutral to the particular needs forinformation prompting explanation; and each new explanation is generated starting from scratch.This article contrasts such models with an alternative account, developed in research on apply-ing case-based reasoning to explanation, in which explanation is guided by experience and aimedat generating useful explanations. The comparison is organized around six central issues for expla-nation: the nature of explanatory chains, when to explain, what to explain about a given situation,how explanations are generated, the criteria to use for selecting the \best" explanation, and thelevel of interaction between explanation generation and evaluation. These points illuminate centralissues of everyday explanation and how they are addressed by case-based explanation.When relevant prior explanations are available as starting points for explanation generation,the potential bene�ts of retrieving and adapting prior explanations instead of chaining from scratchare threefold: generation of better candidate explanations, by favoring explanations supported byprior experience; increased e�ciency of explanation generation over reasoning from scratch; and,because retrieval and adaptation are focused according to system needs, integrating explanationgeneration and evaluation, providing more precise focus on explanations that are likely to be useful.Thus in the case-based model of explanation, goals and experience play a key role in explanationgeneration. By using goals and experience to guide processing, this method provides a way togenerate plausible and useful explanations in domains that are complex and imperfectly understood.19
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